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Oh my~ l see you've 
got a fancy new arm 
there. Me Crazy Dog. 



Looks like it has a secret 
ability too. Ms. Sara has 

ThatS right. As I 
thought, you've got a 
good eye. Ms. Manila! 
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t me have a look at 
at. Me Crazj Dog. 



CRAZY DOG! 
ThatS so rude... Stop 

those parts. 
SHUT UP! 

Amazing am? 
CUT THE CRAB 





\tou re not fooling anyone! 
Its your damn fault I'm 

stuck like this. 

You knew damn well the 
'Red Crystal' was there and 
you used it as bait to get 

YOU USED ME. 



So forgive me if 
I doit trust those 

whouseme. 

They cwt be trusted 
to have my back. 

Crazy Pog! ' 
Where are you 

going?! 

TO FIWP m&F 
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God Hand. You've got 
to be kidding me! 

Ms. Marida! 
I'm so sorry. That 
idiot doesit get.. 







Docton How is our 
other operation 
coming along? 





Director: I'm concerned 
our operations may be 

moving too quickly. 

The'Ghost Eye'and the 
upcoming test., they are 

I'm concerned those at the 
top will get take notice. 



You give them too 
little credit. You think 
they are not aware1 

From the very moment I got 
mu hands on that memory 
disk. I have assumed they 
know about everything. 

Then... should we not be 
even more cautious? 

They... frighten me. 



Since they've seen the power of 
the 'Ghost fte’ in our possession, 

for the time being, we have 
nothing to fear from them. 

Thelma!) be greedy but 
the!) are just as cautious. 
The;) wouldit risk putting 

bu:ys us some time 



£ long as we can restore 
the other half of that 

memory disk... 

We will never have to 
fear them ever again. 





This crystal is not enough. 
Vie have to get our hands on it 

no matter how dangerous... 



The Hunters we’ve sent. 
Will they obey our commands? 

Even though we are working 
together out of necessity... 

No need to worry. 
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Please, I... my wife 
a»\d child are sick, 

they... they haveKt 

-Help me... 
firvd something 
to feed them... 



It hurts, doesit it? 

To have such a 
tainted crystal. 





Doll... it doesit look like you 
have much more left so do 

you truly want my help? 







I dot have a crystal 
to give you. 



So instead, let me give 

I know how hard 
it is living like a rat 

in the gutters. 

You know this too. 
To keep going will only 

bring more pain... 





So I'll rid you 

FOREVER. 
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keep wasting time? 





Wait -thisdoll...? 

I wanted to conduct a little 
test of my own. so I made 

one on the way here. 



To be continued 

jayabox@naver.com 
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ONE SUNNY DAY AT RX HEADQUARTERS... <?©# 

HUP US TO CLIMB BACK UP. ANU VISIT US AT: 
(3 rawcmssingscans C* rBwcrossing.foramtl.com 


